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Foshan City to Raise US$
23.3 Billion for 10 Major

Projects

In order to promote economic growth

in the Pearl River Delta and speed up city
development, Foshan, the third largest city
in Guangdong province, has plans for
completing 10 major projects in the next five
to ten years.  The total investment is
estimated at USD 23.3 billion; most is
expected from nongovernmental sources.

At a recent promotional conference,
attended by over 120 guests representing
60 domestic and international consortiums
and international investors, Foshan
Executive Vice Mayor Chen Yunxian stated
that in order to attract more capital from
home and abroad, various market-based
methods would be introduced, such as:
consortium loans; capital market financing;
project financing; domestic and
international investment; BOT; and, TOT.
Principles of government promotion, market
operation, and social participation will
govern this construction project.  The
Foshan Municipal Government also plans
to form a project committee to manage and
supervise the use of investment capital.

The Foshan Municipal Government has
announced 10 main projects including 103
sub-projects. The 10 main projects cover
areas such as: transportation network; city-
to-city express light rail; environment;
energy; water conservation; urban
construction; information technology;
education; and, culture.  48 out of the 103
sub-projects have already been launched,
including: Expressway of Ring Road Line 1;
renovation of Shinan Boulevard; Lanshi
Bridge; Gaoming Bridge; Shunde Damen
Sewage Treatment Plant; Nanhai No.2
Sewage Treatment Plant; Chancheng Green
Water Project; second phase of Shakou
Power Plant; consolidation of Foshan
Embankment; and, city telephone system
upgrade.

Source: Guangzhou Daily, Foshan Daily,
08/29/03, prepared by CS Guangzhou

First U.S. Dollar
Denominated Bond Issued

in China

China Development Bank issued the

first US-Dollar-denominated bonds in
China’s domestic market on September 19th
through a public tender arranged by the
People’s Bank of China.  Altogether, 40
financial institutions participated in the
tender, and 26 subscribers bought five-year
bond coupons with interest set at 3.65%
valued at USD 500 million.  The largest
investor was the Bank of China, followed
by the Agricultural Bank of China and Beijing
City Commercial Bank.

It is said that the capital absorbed by
the USD bond issue will be lent to state-
owned enterprises (SOEs), so as to help
SOEs replace the existing high-cost foreign
debts with less expensive domestic ones,
reduce SOEs’ financial costs, and to control
the foreign risk of debt.  SOEs will have

future opportunities to borrow hard
currency in domestic market.

As one of Chinese policy banks with
best credits, China Development Bank
issued bonds in the international market in
1996, 1997 and 1999, which were well
received.  The USD bond will lift demand
for dollars in the interbank market, and will
ease pressure from the Chinese Central Bank.

Source: Financial News, 09/20/2003 -
Translated by Peng Aiqun

RMB 100 Million to Be
Spent on IT by Chinese

Primary and Middle
Schools

China boasts the world’s largest

education system with 1.35 million schools
for 230 million students.  One in every four
Chinese citizens is a student.  One in every
121 middle and primary students have a
computer.  Less than 30 million students
receive information technology education.

Today, less than 10% of schools have a
campus network.  By 2005, the Chinese
Government aims to have all eastern region
primary and middle schools above county-
level and all primary and mid-western region
middle schools above mid-sized city level
establish Web sites.  Further, the Chinese
want all western region and remote middle
schools at and below county level and
central primary schools at township level
to be connected with the China Education
Satellite Broadband Network.  The
Government anticipates spending RMB 100
million (USD 12 million) on IT hardware,
software and network products.

Source: eWeek Issue 34, September 22,
2003 -translated by Xi Xianmin

Agricultural Machinery
Market Heats Up

According the updated information

from the China Customs, China’s foreign
trade showed substantial growth in
agricultural machinery industry in the first
half of this year. The total import and export
rate in this industry reached USD 3.17
billion, 53.5% higher than the same period
last year.  In the first six months of 2003,
China imported USD 2.10 billion of
agricultural machinery, a 56.8% growth rate.

In the twelve key categories of imported
agricultural machinery, eight increased,
including husbandry feeding machinery,
grain-processing machinery, diesel engine
parts, harvesting machinery, high and
medium horsepower tractors, irrigation and
drainage machinery, plant protection
facilities, accessory products to agricultural
machinery and tools.  Among these, the first
four categories showed growth rates of
113.6%, 109.9%, 103.5% and 100.5%
respectively.

Sources:  China Agrochemical Week, 09/
19/2003 -Translated by Yue Cao

TDA Funds Chinese Cable
Television Industry

Orientation Visit to 3 U.S.
Cities

The United States Trade and

Development Agency (TDA) organized and
funded a delegation from the Chinese Cable
Television Industry during the last two
weeks in September to introduce the
delegation to U.S. companies and
technologies, entertainment and
information systems technologies and
frameworks.  TDA hopes to provide the
delegation with a unique perspective on a
broad range of U.S. cable products,
equipment and services.

The orientation visit to Denver, CO,
Washington, D.C. and San Francisco, CA,
attracted numerous U.S. companies
interested in the China market and included
visits to the U.S. Federal Communications
Commission, CNN and Comcast.

China’s Sustainable
Development Strategy for
Oil and Gas Resources

and the Outline for
Development of the New
and Renewable Energy

China’s sustainable development

strategy for oil and gas resources should
place emphasis both on resource
development and energy saving. The
exploration and development strategy
should place emphasis both onshore and
offshore, both oil and gas fields and foreign
cooperation both at home and abroad.  It is
necessary to promote structural adjustment,
technological renovation and establishment
of energy-saving economics based on a
combination of reasonable development
with effective utilization. China plans to
establish effective laws and regulations,
strengthen supervision and policy control,
and effectively standardize resource
development and energy saving instead of
relying on administrative means.

Over the next 7 years, the development
of the new and renewable energy aims to
increase the conversion efficiency, reduce
the production cost, and increase the
proportion of the new and renewable energy
in the energy structure.  The development
also strives for a big breakthrough in
innovative process and technology in order
to make it possible to form a comparatively
perfect production and service system
through mass and modernized production. 
Lastly, the development hopes to realize the
target on its applications up to 3.9 million
tons of standard coal (including traditional
application of biomass energy) so as to make
contributions to the sustainable
development of national economy and
environmental protection. The development
should ultimately reinforce the pilot
demonstrations and the conversion of the

scientific achievements in order to facilitate
the formation of industrialization,
commercial production and promotion.  The
following are the detailed development
goals:

1. Research and develop high-efficiency
and multifunctional fuel forest tree seeds
and the technology of fast growing trees
forestation. Strive to make the area of fuel
forests reach 13.4 million hectares by 2010.

2. Speed up the replacement of old
generations on the applications of biomass
energy. By 2010, biomass energy can be
utilized with a capacity equaling 17 million
tons of standard coal respectively.

3. Develop the methane energy by
conversion of organic wastes in breweries,
sugar refineries and livestock and fowl
breeding farms into high qualify energies
and in line with comprehensive utilization
of methane in order to increase the value of
application.  Strengthen the design
specifications, standard and the supply of
complete equipment in the large and
medium-size methane projects in order to
supply methane for 12.35 million households
by 2010, and reach the capacity of 4 billion
cubic meters, equivalent to 3.14 million tons
of standard coal, by 2010.

4. Speed up the development of small
hydraulic power energy. By 2010, the
installed capacity of small hydraulic power
stations will reach 27.88 million kW.
Generated energy will reach 117 billion kWh,
equivalent to 49.3 million tons of standard
coal.

5. Enlarge the development and
utilization of solar energy. Priority should
be taken on the popularization and
application of energy-saving solar
buildings, solar energy water heaters and
photovoltaic generating systems. Total
utilization capacity of solar energy will
reach 4.67 million tons of standard coal
by 2010.

6. Continue to develop the production
of small wind-turbines and the sales and
maintenance service. Create conditions to
make the national wind power development
capacity reach 1.1 million kW, equivalent to
1.08 million tons of standard coal, by 2010.

7. Develop heat storage resources in
addition to geothermal power stations in
Tibet. Strive to reach savings of 1.51 million
tons of standard coal by 2010.

8. Tidal energy development in Zhejiang
and Fujian.  Strive to build

30,000 kW practical power stations by
2010 so that the yearly energy supply
capacity can reach the equivalent of 310,000
tons of standard coal.

9. Speed up the progress of hydrogen
energy producing, storage and equipment.
By 2010, strive to build commercial solar
energy and hydrogen energy systems and
installations of coal chemical hydrogen
making with a scale not less than 5,000
M3H2 a day.

10. Strengthen the research and
application of organic wastes renewable
technology. More than 300,000 kW of the
installed capacity are planned by 2010
powered by use of rice husk, wood, scrap,
and garbage.

At that time, the yearly energy supply
will be equivalent to 80,000 and 500,000 tons
of standard coal.

Source: China Energy Resources Vol. 8,
2003 -Translated by Cindy Wang
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Shanghai will Invest US$
1.45 Billion in Power

Construction

“Shanghai will invest USD 1.45 billion

over the next two years in the construction
of electric power generation infrastructure”,
said a Chinese Government official at the
2003 China Power Forum held in Shanghai
on September 8.  The unusual heat wave in
Shanghai and its neighboring provinces
during this past summer revealed a serious
power shortage in China’s wealthiest
region.  Many cities had to intervene with
controls on power usage in residential and
industrial areas during peak periods, which
seriously impacted people’s daily lives and
normal operations for industry.  Mr. Zhao
Xizheng, General Manager of National
Power Network Corporation, stated that
although Shanghai has recently focused on
building alternative electric power
generating devices like wind power
generators and solar power generators, the
city must also give equal importance to
standard electric power needs such as
expanding the power grid and improving
transmission and distribution systems.

According to Mr. Zhao, China’s total
installed electricity generating capacity was
356 GW at the end of 2002, and the total
output capacity was 165.42 trillion kW,
putting China second in the world in
capacity.  However, per capita capacity is
not even half of the global per capita
average, and only 1/6 of that in industrial
countries.

Source: Official Website of Shanghai
Government, 09/09/2003 -Translated by
FCS Shanghai

China’s 1st Enterprise
Resource Planning

Standard -in Effect on
Oct. 1, 2003

The Enterprise Resource Planning

Standard (ERPS), mainland China’s first ERP
technical standard issued by CAPPC (China
Association of Productivity Promotion
Centers), has been approved by the
Ministry of Information Industry (MII) as
one of the national standards for China’s
electronics industry.  The regulation will be
put in effect on October 1, 2003.

On June 4, MII issued the first chapter
of the Enterprise Informatization
Technology Standard (EITS) following the
launch of ERPS, other chapters of the EITS
will also be released in the future.  The
drafting of all the above technical standards
are supported by MII and Ministry of
Science and Technology (MOST).

The ERPS is composed of three parts,
requirements for ERP’s product
development technologies, requirements for
ERP’s product service technologies and
requirements for ERP’s product function
technologies. The standard was
recommended to be used by domestic
enterprises in choosing their ERP solutions
and ERP services in future.

In order to promote the application of
ERPS in mainland China, CAPPC will carry
out a series of promotional activities in
scores of domestic cities in the future. 
Hangzhou will have this promotional
activity from October 30 to December 2,
2003.

 The ERPS has taken CAPPC two years
to develop after investigating more than
2,000 companies. The standard is presently
undergoing trials in more than 100 IT
companies.   More than 20 of China’s ERP
solutions providers participated in the
drafting of the standard, including UFsoft,
Digital China, Harbin Institute of
Technology Crown Co., New Brand
Software, Riamb Software and Fujitsu.

Sources:  China Information World, 09/01/
2003 - Translated by Merry Cao

China’s Broadband Market

Investment in China’s broadband

market is expected to reach USD 543 million
in 2003.  As a result, China’s fixed network
companies plan to expand their networks to
cope with the increase.  China forecasts
broadband users will reach 21 million by
2005, twice the number of active users
anticipated by the end of this year.  China’s
biggest fixed network telecom carriers,
China Telecom and China Netcom, will
dominate the market in the coming years. 
They are predicted to upgrade their current
network with DSL technology.  Currently,
China Telecom occupies 66% of the market,
China Netcom occupies 20% and Great Wall
Broadband occupies 6%.

Source: China Business Post, 09/08/2003
- Translated by Qiu Jing

China Warns of Excessive
Investment in Cement

and Encourages
Environment-Friendly
Cement Production

Since the cement industry may soon

face excessive production capacity, the
Chinese government is warning potential
investors in the cement industry to be aware
this situation. Investors should make a
careful analysis before investing in cement,
due to the fact that currently supply and
demand are basically balanced, prices are
stable,  but the potential for over-supply is
rising.

China produced 370 tons of cement, a
15% rise over last year with a sales-output
ratio of over 95%. Figures indicate that
profits this year were better than last year.
However, problems also appeared during
this rapid development, including too many
small plants who dismiss long-term
development plans and environmental
protection, especially in China’s western
region.

Ma Kai, Minister of the State
Development and Reform Commission
(SDRC) said the Chinese Government will
encourage a reshuffling of the cement

industry through merger, takeover and re-
grouping of the existing cement producers.
Meanwhile, all new cement plants must meet
a production capacity of at least 2,000 tons
per day. In addition, the Government will
encourage large-scale enterprise groups in
the eastern part of the country to take over
technically backward cement plants in
western areas, in a bid to alleviate mounting
environmental pressure in these western
areas.

Source: China Economic Information, 08/
14/2003 - Translated by Pingping Xie

The Olympic Venue
Coating Bidding is

Coming Soon

The overall budget for Olympic Venue

projects is estimated to reach USD 32.37
billion and 10 %, or USD 3.24 billion, is
estimated to be used for the coating
materials on the Olympic venues.

According to the schedule of BOCOG,
all ownership decisions will be made by the
end of October 2003 for the Olympic venue
projects. Subsequently, the project owners
will select the construction, construction
supervision and building material supplier. 
While the venues’ coatings are applied
mainly during the last construction phase,
the coating suppliers are anticipated to be
selected by the end of 2003 per BOCOG’s
guidance. The guidance further suggests
that the coating suppliers have significant
available capital, sound finances and
willingness to bear risks.

Source: Yuegang Information News, 09/08/
2003 - Translated by Sherry Cai

Beijing’s US$ 7.2 Billion
Infrastructure Projects

The Beijing Municipal Government

presented 50 infrastructure projects to
Chinese and foreign enterprises worth of
USD 7.2 billion at the September 10, 2003
promotional fair.  The Government officials
announced that the projects focus on
sewage treatment, expressways, metro line
construction and water supplies.

The Beijing Municipal Government also
issued a new regulation: The Regulation on
Chartered Operations of Beijing Urban
Infrastructure Facilities to further encourage
private and foreign investment in Beijing’s
infrastructure.  According to the new
regulation, private and foreign funding will
be allowed to conduct chartered operations
in infrastructure facilities, including water,
gas and heating supplies, sewage treatment
and solid waste disposal, public transport,
such as expressways, subway lines, light
rail system and bus routes.  The possible
forms of investment are build-operate-
transfer (BOT), transfer-operate-transfer
(TOT) and chartered operations of public
services.

Source: Beijing Business Today, 09/11/2003
- Translated by Xu Y

Campaign to Revive
Northeast Economy to be

Unveiled Soon

During an inspection tour of the

Northeast region from August 1-3, 2003,
Premier Wen Jiabao gave the keynote
address at a forum on revitalization of the
regional economy.  He stated that
“Revitalizing old industrial bases is not only
a pressing need for the Northeast, but an
important strategic step to achieve
coordinated national economic and social
development.” Premier Wen indicated that
the “Reinvigorate the Northeast” policy will
receive strong Central Government support,
similar to the effort that launched the
“Develop the West” campaign in 2000.  If
financial support is forthcoming for the
Northeast regional campaign, U.S.
equipment manufacturers may find their
business prospects will improve for
increased exports early next year.

The new policy is an important
adjustment of the Central Government’s
strategy for addressing the economic
consequences of state-owned enterprise
(SOE) reform, rising unemployment, and
labor unrest relating to the inability of some
SOEs to pay pensions and unemployment
benefits after factory closures.  At the end
of June, while the urban unemployment rate
in China is about 4.2% (7.95 million persons),
unemployment in Liaoning is much higher,
and reported to be 7.8%.  During this same
time, unemployment in Helongjiang
reportedly reached 5.1% by the end of June
this year.

The extent to which the Central
Government is prepared to commit political
and financial resources to the “Rejuvenate
the Northeast” campaign remains unclear.
The State Council is considering the
possibility of using Central Government
funds to cover loans that have not been
repaid by SOEs in the Northeast.  With
liabilities exceeding RMB 400 billion, it is
unlikely that nearly bankrupt SOEs would
qualify for loans based upon commercial
banking criteria.  More details will be
forthcoming after the second session of the
16th Chinese Communist Party Congress to
be held in October of this year. At the
regional economic forum held in
Changchun, Jilin Province, on August 3,
Premier Wen enumerated several policy
priorities to support economic rejuvenation
of the Northeast, but the remarks were vague
about funding sources.  The priorities are:
strengthen technical renovation of
enterprises; coordinate sustainable
development; vigorously support
construction of an effective employment
and social security system; accelerate
development of technical professions; and
move forward with reform and opening.

“Reform and opening” refers to the
policy launched by Deng Xiaoping in l978
to open China to the West through
international trade and foreign investment.
The Northeast region lags significantly
behind other areas in southern China and
along China’s eastern coast.  Nevertheless,
regional trade and investment trends
indicate that Liaoning is on the path toward
becoming the fourth great coastal area to

NEWS continues on page 6
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The unveiling ceremony of the long-
expected emblem of the Beijing
2008 Olympic Games and the
Beijing Organizing Committee for
the Games of the XXIX Olympiad
(BOCOG) was held in Qi Nian Dian
(Hall of Prayer for Good Harvests)
of Tian Tan (Temple of Heaven)
Park in Beijing.

The official emblem for the 29th

Olympic Games in 2008 was presented to
the awaiting world on August 5 at a grand
ceremony held by the Beijing Organizing
Committee for the Games of the XXIX
Olympiad (BOCOG).

The new emblem was unveiled by Wu
Bangguo, Chairman of the National People’s
Congress of the People’s Republic of China,
and Hein Verbruggen, Chairman of the
Coordination Commission at the
International Olympic Committee (IOC) for
the Games of the XXIX Olympiad. The
unveiling was put on in the presence of
2,008 VIPs and to an audience of 400 million
TV viewers at a spectacular show that was
broadcast live.

The emblem, which legally is also the
official emblem for BOCOG, is entitled
“Dancing Beijing.” It resembles a red
Chinese seal enclosing a lively dancing
figure. It combines elements of traditional
Chinese culture with the true Olympic spirit
and values. “Dancing Beijing,” which will
be a core element of Beijing’s Olympic image
and look, is expected to become one of the
most powerful graphic identities in the
history of the Olympic Games. The unveiling
of the new emblem also paves the way for
the marketing program which the BOCOG
plans to launch in early September.

Drawn in graceful traditional Chinese
calligraphy, “Dancing Beijing” celebrates

the spirit of sport, of every Olympian, and
of China. Its open arms convey a message
of hope — an invitation to the world to
share in Beijing’s history, its rich cultural
heritage, its dynamism and its future. The
emblem symbolizes China opening to the
world and reaching out to embrace all
humanity. The Beijing 2008 Games emblem
will be remembered as the first to use red as
a dominant colour. Red is very special to
historical and present day China.

At 8:26 p.m., international film star Jackie
Chan and former table-tennis world
champion Deng Yaping conveyed the
mysterious emblem into the Qi Nian Dian
when the car arrived at Tian Tan from the
China Millennium Monument.

At 8:30 p.m., the performance of
“Lantern Ceremony”, which is full of oriental
fascinating charm, opened the prelude for
the emblem releasing.

Addressing the 2008 dignitaries and
guests, Mr. Liu Qi, the President of BOCOG,
said: “The emblem of the 2008 Beijing
Olympic Games is a precious treasure which
the people of China are dedicating to the
Olympic Movement. The spirit of the
emblem combines the unique integration of
Oriental spirit and history and modern
Olympic philosophy.”

In a video message, IOC President
Jacques Rogge congratulated the efforts of
BOCOG and their continued commitment to
the promotion of Olympism and sports in
the country. Rogge believed the new
emblem should be a symbol of great pride
for China.

“Your new emblem immediately
conveys the awesome beauty and power of
China which are embodied in your heritage
and your people,” Rogge said, “In this
emblem, I saw the promise and potential of
a New Beijing and a Great Olympics. This is
a milestone in the history of your Olympic
quest. As this new emblem becomes known
around the world - and as it takes its place
in the center of your Games - we are
confident that it will achieve the stature of
one of the best and most meaningful
symbols in Olympic history.”

At 8:50 p.m., Wu Bangguo and Mr. Hein
Verbruggen unveiled the emblem of the
Beijing Olympic Games among warm
applause. Soon after, Yuan Weimin, on
behalf of BOCOG presented the emblem to
Gibert Felli, IOC Executive Director.

The seal presented to the IOC
symbolizes Beijing’s ‘seal of promise’ and
commitment to hosting the best-ever
Olympics. It is one of an identical pair carved
out of a whole piece of precious jade from
Northwest China’s Xinjiang. The other one
is to be kept in a planned Olympic Museum
that Beijing will build after the 2008 Olympic
Games.

BOCOG President Liu also stressed the
importance of protecting the new emblem.
He added in his speech: “It is important for
all of us to protect the Olympic imagery and
brand intellectual property. The Chinese
Central Government and the Beijing
Municipal Government have introduced

new regulations to ensure the protection of
the Olympic emblem and our sponsors’ and
partners’ rights. As we prepare for the
Games, we are calling on all Olympic citizens
around the world who care and support the
Olympic Movement to respect and abide
by international guidelines for the
Intellectual Property Right.”

The design of the Beijing 2008 Olympic
Games emblem was chosen out of 1985
entries received from around the world.
Nearly 89 per cent of the entries came from
China, with the remainder from Asia, Europe,
America and Oceania. Eleven local and
international judges were invited by
BOCOG to oversee the emblem design
competition.

Scott Givens, one of the international
judges on the panel who previously served
as the Managing Director of the Creative
Group for the Salt Lake Organizing
Committee, said: “The process was well-
organized and fair. Great effort was
expended to make sure the judges’
individual views were shared and discussed
while keeping the process fair and
democratic.”

The evening unveiling party displayed
wisdom and originality by turning the altar
in front of the temple into “five tracks”
representing the five Olympic Rings. The
Olympic Flag and the Five-Starred Red Flag
were fluttering above the temple, together
with melodies of the “Jasmine Flowers”, a
popular Chinese folk song.

The new emblem holds high the Olympic
spirit of “Citius, Altius, Fortius” (or “Swifter,
Higher, Stronger.”), and its releasing marks
a milestone in the history of Olympic Games
in China. The Chinese people, who honors
her commitments and is full of enthusiasm,
is embracing friends from all over the world
and writing a new chapter of Olympic
undertakings.

Beijing 2008 Emblem Theme

Behind every symbol, there is a story.
This is the story of a country opening its
gates to the future. The story of a city
reaching out to embrace all humanity. The
story of a people inviting the world to join
their dance, experience their culture, and
share their joy. This is Dancing Beijing: the
symbol of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games.

The Journey Dancing Beijing is the
journey to the future. As the emblem for
China’s journey toward the 2008 Olympic
Games, Dancing Beijing reveals the heart of
an ancient culture embracing the modern
world, the spirit of a people moving toward
a new destiny. Dancing Beijing captures the
soul of a city in transformation, a nation on
the move. Its motion conveys a message of
hope, an invitation to joy and a promise of
unity.

The Promise Dancing Beijing is the seal
of the nation. The Chinese seal has remained
the standard of commitment in Chinese
culture for thousands of years, serving as a
signature and personal pledge. Dancing

Beijing is the seal of the 2008 Olympic
Games—the promise Beijing makes to the
world to stage an Olympic Games unlike any
the world has known. A promise rooted in
honor and trust, character and truth.

The Image Dancing Beijing is the
signature of the city. For over 5,000 years,
the ancient Chinese art form of calligraphy
has expressed the grace and character of
the Chinese people, the charm and beauty
of its traditions. Inspired by the ancient
figure for Beijing, the new image of China’s
Olympic quest turns the city into a dancing
athlete, beckoning a cultural exchange
between East and West. In the graceful
sweep of the calligrapher’s hand, the image
of a New Beijing is born.

The Beauty Dancing Beijing is the color
of China. Red is the most significant color
in Chinese culture—the most enchanting.
The depth of its meaning equals the depth
of its beauty. Red breathes life into Dancing
Beijing. Its energy is unceasing. It is
celebration, luck and new beginnings.

The Hero Dancing Beijing is the spirit
of the individual. It is the symbol for every
Olympian, every performer, every volunteer
and every spectator—everyone who will
dance at the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games.

In its magical mix of sport and culture,
Dancing Beijing celebrates the athlete’s
effort and the artist’s vision. Arms flung
wide, Dancing Beijing invites the world to
share in the city’s history, its beauty, its
energy, its future.

The Spirit Dancing Beijing is the form
of the dragon—just as the dragon’s sinuous
curves and dynamic nature reflect the
ancient beauty and majesty of Chinese
culture. In its fluid arcs, Dancing Beijing
binds the past to the future, the power to
the promise, the art to the athlete. The fire
and light of a people, the boundless spirit
of a nation are wrapped in its curves.

The Invitation Dancing Beijing is an
invitation—a hand extended to welcome the
world to China for a celebration destined to
unite humanity as never before. For the
world’s largest nation, the Beijing 2008
Olympic Games are the ultimate gesture of
friendship, a global expression of hope that
the community of nations will dance with
Beijing and join its dream of a world united
in peace through sport.

Dancing Beijing The emblem of the
celebration that is coming. (www.beijing-
2008.org)

Source: People’s Daily, August 5, 2003.

Beijing Unveils the Emblem of

2008 Beijing Olympics
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WHAT IS COLLECTION IN FOCUS (CIF)?

This guide program trains volunteers to teach museum visitors about specific areas of the
Institute’s permanent collection.  The training focus for 2004 will be the arts of South and
Southeast Asia represented in the museum’s galleries.  The collection includes world-
class examples of sculpture, painting, ceramics, metalwork and textiles.  If you are interested
in studying the rich and diverse arts of India, the Himalayas and Southeast Asia,* and you
want to be an  ambassador on behalf of the museum, this program is for you!

WHO ARE COLLECTION IN FOCUS GUIDES?

Collection in Focus guides are enthusiastic learners with excellent oral communication
skills and a strong desire to share art and culture with museum visitors of all ages.  No prior
art history training is required.

WHAT DO COLLECTION IN FOCUS GUIDES DO?

After training, CIF guides will lead tours of the South and Southeast Asian galleries for
museum visitors of all ages.  They will also facilitate the interactive South and Southeast
Asia Art Cart where visitors can touch, try-on, and try-out authentic art objects.

WHY SHOULD I BE A COLLECTION IN FOCUS GUIDE?

You will have the opportunity to study art history alongside others with similar interests.
Following training, you will help the museum achieve its mission of bringing art and
people together to discover, enjoy, and understand the world’s rich artistic heritage.  As
volunteers, CIF guides receive access to the museum during extended hours, reserved
parking, social events, admission to special exhibitions, exclusive use of the volunteer
library, and specialized training with museum curators and educators.

WHAT KIND OF TRAINING WILL I RECEIVE?

In addition to studying the museum’s South and Southeast Asian collection in-depth,
class time is devoted to learning and practicing tour techniques and teaching methods
which emphasize interactivity between guides and visitors.  Coursework includes reading
assignments, oral presentations, and several hours of preparation outside of class each
week.

WHAT IS THE TIME COMMITMENT?

The program includes 12 training sessions from 6:00-9:00 p.m. on Thursday evenings
between January 8 and April 1, 2004 (no class on February 12), and a day-long workshop
on Saturday, January 10, 2004.  Attendance is essential, and only one absence is permitted.
After completing an evaluation tour with museum staff (scheduled individually April-
June), guides volunteer a total of 24 hours during the next CIF volunteer year (July 2004–
June 2005). Guides are also required to attend the CIF Annual Meeting and a minimum of
two continuing education sessions, offered throughout the volunteer year.

Department of Museum Guide Programs

VOLUNTEER TO BE A
FOCUS GUIDE

COLLECTION IN FOCUS:
SOUTH AND SOUTHEAST ASIA

The Minneapolis Institute of Arts
2400 Third Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55404

Located one mile south of
downtown on

3rd Avenue South at East 24th
Street.

Visitor Information:
  612/ 870-3131    (TTY: 870-3132)
  Toll free:     1-888-MIA-
ARTS
  Visit our website: www.artsMIA.org

Hours:
10-5 Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday
and Saturday
10-9 Thursday
11-5 Sunday
Closed Mondays, New Year’s Day,
July 4, Thanksgiving, Christmas

Parking:
Free covered parking ramp and
surface lots are adjacent to the
museum.

draw in direct foreign investment and
intensify international ties through trade.
In 2002, Liaoning’s imports from the United
States totaled USD 729 million a 37.5%
increase over 2001’s USD 530 million total.
The province’s total trade value reached
USD 21.74 billion in 2002, an increase of
9.8% over 2001.

Source: FCS Shenyang

Beijing Sees Increased
Automotive Parts Imports

According to the statistics from Beijing

Customs, Beijing imported USD 157 million
automotive parts, an increase of over 400%
from last year.

South Korea, Japan, Germany and the
U.S. are four major automotive parts
exporting countries represented in Beijing,
accounting for 59.2%, 26.5%, 6.05% and
6.5% respectively of the total import volumes.
Imports from South Korea, Japan and
Germany have increased greatly from
January to July of this year.  The import
value of automotive parts from South Korea,
Japan and Germany is USD 93.08 million,
USD 41.68 million and USD 9.52 million
respectively.  The import volume of South
Korean automotive parts from January to
July, 2003 increased 180,000% from the same
period last year.

Beijing Jeep Corporation Ltd. and
Beijing Hyundai Motor Company are two
of the biggest importers of automotive parts.
From January to July, 2003, Beijing Jeep
Corporation Ltd. imported USD 44.01 million
of automotive parts, accounting for 28% of
Beijing’s total import volume. Beijing
Hyundai Motor Company imported a total
of USD 47 million, accounting for 30.5% of
Beijing’s total import volume.
Transmissions and automobile body parts
are two major imports items. Auto body parts
and transmission imports reached USD
66.70 million and USD 21 million respectively
in July 2003.

Joint Ventures and Foreign Wholly
Owned automotive manufacturers
dramatically increased their automotive
parts imports from January to July 2003.  The
import value from these two types of
enterprises is USD 117 million and USD 23
million respectively, an increase of 600% for
Joint Ventures and 240,000% for Foreign
Wholly Owned automotive companies.

Source: China Auto News, 08/26/2003 -
Translated by Bai Ying

Chinese Government
Encourages Higher

Imports

Chinese Minister of Commerce Lu Fu

Yuan encourages Chinese domestic
companies to increase their imports from
overseas. The policy turnaround is a result

NEWS from page 4

NEWS continues on page 7

FOCUS GUIDE continues on page 8
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The University of Minnesota School

of Social Work in the College of Human
Ecology encourages people of color to
consider advanced degrees in social work.
Currently, about 20% of the students in the
School of Social Work are people of color;
the incoming class, only 15%.  The School
of Social Work would like to diversify its
student body to more accurately reflect the
diversity of communities in which the social
workers work.

“There is tremendous need for
increased diversity among social workers
in our urban communities,” says Mary
Weeks, director of admissions for the School
of Social Work.  “Much of the social work
activities for people of color in urban inner-
cities like St. Paul and Minneapolis are
provided by white women.  We need a more
diverse workforce among social workers in
order to better serve our communities.”

Social workers with advanced degrees
work in a variety of settings as direct service
providers, or in human service management
positions, including nonprofit agencies,
county and state agencies, nursing homes,
hospitals, and schools.  Social workers with
a master’s degree can offer services at an
advanced level and may have greater
opportunities for increased salaries as
managers, community advisors, lobbyists,
and in policy development and analysis.

“The social work field allows for a
breadth of work setting and client
involvement opportunities and
experiences,” says Weeks.  “Social workers
in Minnesota work with a variety of clients,

U of M Events

including young children, juvenile
offenders, families, the elderly, and people
with mental and physical disabilities,
chemical dependency, or mental illness.

Applicants should have a bachelor’s
degree with course work in the social
sciences and a year of work in a social
service setting.  Some scholarship
opportunities may be available for people
of color pursuing advances degrees through
the School of Social Work at the University.
Free information sessions offer potential
students the chance to learn more about
the application process as well as the
opportunity to meet representatives and
alumni from the school.

It is important to note that the
University of Minnesota does not offer an
undergraduate degree in social work.
Instead, students might consider degrees
in family social science, sociology, or
psychology in preparation for advanced
studies in social work.

The School of Social Work has
contributed to the development of
progressive social services since 1917 and
has been ranked as one of the best schools
of social work in the country.  For more
information about the School of Social
Work, visit http://ssw/che.umn.edu

A commitment to cultural awareness
and competence is one of the College of
Human Ecology’s five academic
initiatives.  For more information about
the College of Human Ecology, see http://
www.che.umn.edu

Call for Articles
Tired of misconceptions about China?

China Insight is a local newspaper fostering U.S.-China cultural and business
harmony.

We are interested in publishing articles that will engage an audience in America.
Potential topics range from understanding daily life in China (or for Chinese in America)
to discussion of business markets, including but not limited on:

� Local Chinese stores

� Coming Chinese movies

� Recommended books

� Recommended videos, movies

� Old Minnesota-China ties

� Recommended Chinese restaurants

� Information channels: satellite set-up, short-wave radio, Internet

� Chinese calligraphy

� Chinese painting

� Chinese musical instruments

� Historical - short articles about influential Chinese, e.g. Sun Yot-Sen

� Travelers' tales

� Chinese impressions of America

� Chinese plants, flowers

� Getting good Chinese-language software

� Cartoons

� Questions about China

� American businessmen in China

� Chinese immigrants who have succeeded in America

� Americans who are studying Chinese - why are you learning Chinese?

� Tea

U of M Community

Involvement Fair Links

Organizations and

Students

Free Information Sessions for the University of Minnesota School of Social Work 
 

Contacts:  

Mary Weeks, Director of Admissions, School of Social Work 

 612-625-8712 or mweeks@che.umn.edu 

 Brittny McCarthy Barnes, College of Human Ecology 

 612-625-8264 

 School of Social Work, 612-624-4704, http://ssw.che.umn.edu  

 
 

Date Time Location 

Thursday, October 2 1:30 p.m. Ramsey County Human Services 

Government Center-East 

Room 7600 

160 E. Kellogg, St. Paul 

Tuesday, October 7 5:00 p.m. Minneapolis Urban League 

Room 137 

2000 Plymouth Ave. N., Minneapolis 

Thursday, October 9 12 noon Hennepin County Government Center 

Room A-1713 

300 S. 6th St., Minneapolis 

(This session will cover specifics of the application process) 

Tuesday, October 14 5:00 p.m. Peters Hall, Vending Lounge, St. Paul Campus 

Monday, October 20 5:00 p.m. Neighborhood House, Room 213 A&B 

179 E. Robie, St. Paul  

Saturday November 1 10:00a.m. Peters Hall, Room 5, St. Paul Campus 

Thursday, November 13 4:00-6:00 p.m. 

(1-1 sessions) 

6:00-7:00 p.m. 

(general) 

 

Minnesota State University at Moorhead, Center for Business 

Tuesday, November 18 4:00-6:00 p.m. 

(1-1 sessions) 

6:00-7:00 p.m. 

(general) 

 

University of Minnesota-Rocheser Center, Cafeteria 

UNIVERSITY OF

MINNESOTA SCHOOL OF

SOCIAL WORK

RECRUITING MORE

DIVERSE STUDENTS

THE FAIR continues on page 8

Approximately 70 Twin Cities commu-

nity organizations participated in the 10th
annual University of Minnesota Community
Involvement Fair Wednesday, September 17,
at Coffman Union.

The fair, organized by the University’s
Career and Community Learning Center

(CCLC), was an opportunity for university
students, faculty and staff to meet and talk
with representatives from various commu-
nity organizations.  “These organizations
have opportunities for students to work with
local activists in a wide range of areas,” said
Kristin Dawson of the CCLC.  “The fair pro-

of China’s ample foreign-exchange reserves
and the Chinese Government’s desire to
promote world economic growth.  Minister
Lu made the remarks at a press conference
at the conclusion of the fifth Asia-Europe
Economic Ministers’ Meeting. “China will
import USD1 trillion in the next three years
and in 20 years will become the world’s
second largest purchaser, behind only the
United States.” Minster Lu said.

Minister Lu stressed that the Chinese
Government encourages domestic
companies to increase imports as well as
expand exports because increased imports

are expected to also fuel domestic economic
growth and make a contribution towards
world economic growth. Minister Lu
indicated he is not worried about the 44%
faster-than-exports growth in imports in the
first half of this year, which China has not
seen in the years since the 1997 Asian
Financial crisis. “The rapid growth in
imports is mainly driven by robust domestic
economic growth. It is a natural result of
high economic growth.” he said.

Source: Beijing Youth Daily, 07/25/03 -
Translated by Shen Yan

NEWS from page 6
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bout 350 incoming students
of color  at the University of
Minnesota and their parents
attendied a Multicultural
Kick-off Day Wednesday,
Aug. 27. The event was

organized by the U of M Office of
Multicultural and Academic Affairs
(OMAA) to welcome the new students and
their parents and celebrate the diversity of

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSTS MULTICULTURAL

KICKOFF DAY FOR STUDENTS AND PARENTS

the university. “The day was devoted to
helping students and their parents get the
inside scoop on the U and offered them a
quick refresher course on the most
important things new students need to
remember from their orientation,” said Dr.
Carolyn Nayematsu, an assistant director
at OMAA.

Special sessions provided information
for students participating in scholarship,

University of Minnesota first-year students listened to a present by
officers of the U of M Asian American Students Union (standing) during Multicultural Day.

financial aids, work study, research and
volunteer programs. The students and
parents also were introduced to the various
ethnic units on campus such as the student
cultural centers and learning resource
centers. Many parents took advantage of
the brilliant weather to go on a guided tour
to various major campus sites such as
libraries, the Recreation Center and
basketball and hockey arenas on campus.

Students who participated found the
Multicultural Day beneficial. Sahro
Mohamud, a graduate of Minneapolis
Edison High School, said he event gave her
a sense of family. “I seems to me like you
have a big brother or big sister looking over
you,” she said. “It’s very helpful and we
appreciate that.”

THE FAIR from page 7

Wendy Mui of the Minnesota Chinese Service Center chats with U of M
student Steve Wang.

vides a chance for these organizations to
come to campus and have one-on-one con-
tact with students.  The same is true for the
students.  Many of them want to do commu-
nity service work but don’t have time to go
off campus to visit the organizations.”

According to Dawson, the number of
organizations participating in the fair has

tripled over the years.  “We had 25 the first
year.  This year we could easily have had
125, but we could only register 75,” she said,
adding that between 400 and 500 students
were matched up with community organiza-
tions last fall.

For more information about the fair, con-
tact Kristin Dawson, Career and Community
Learning Center, 612-624-6574

HOW DO I GET INVOLVED?
Register now to attend one of the
information sessions being held in late
September. To do so and to request an
application, contact Amanda Thompson
Rundahl at athompson@artsmia.org or 612/
870–6317. Application deadline: October 17,
2003.

FOCUS GUIDE from page 6
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China Insight is pleased to

announce that it has made

special arrangements with the

China Council for the Promotion

of International Trade (CCPIT) to

make available the 2002/2003

edition of The Directory of China’s

Foreign Trade (DCFT). This latest

version contains a number of

updates from earlier editions.

The Directory has been edited 100%
by CCPIT and contains a list of its
members that are interested in

international trade with an emphasis on export. This is an
important tool for economic exchange between businesses
from foreign countries and Chinese enterprises. The DCFT
contains over 700 pages and includes important contact
information, products, trading and marketing.

Also included is a listing of industrial classifications and codes as
published by the Statistic Bureau of China, foreign trade
organizations and information web sites within China.

Now you can obtain this valuable resource directory that is usually
available only to foreign trade offices of countries throughout the
world. Act now and you can receive the Directory of China’s Foreign
Trade for $100.00 (U.S.) delivered to your address in the U.S..
There are no additional charges.

Simply complete the coupon below and mail your corporate check
for $100.00 to China Insight, P.O. Box 1075, Minnetonka, MN 55345

Name________________________ Position___________________
Company_______________________________________________
Address________________________________________________
City_______________________ State __________ Zip_________
Telephone__________________ Email_______________________

SPECIAL OFFER

“ONE WORLD” SEASON
KICKS OFF WITH CHINESE

PIPA, MULTICULTURAL
THEATRE

A six-month multicultural festival for children and adults—the “One World” program

series presented free at suburban Hennepin County libraries—will kick off on Saturday,
October 4 with performances by Mixed Blood Theatre and Chinese pipa musician Gao
Hong.  The music, dance, storytelling, and performing arts in this 8th annual festival
celebrate the diverse traditions of our friends and neighbors and begin at 11:00 a.m.

Mixed Blood Theatre will stage “According to Coyote,” an anthology of tales featuring
the legendary trickster hero of American Indian mythology:

· Saturday, October 4 Rockford Road Library
6401 42nd Ave. N., Crystal
763-533-5010

· Saturday, October 11 Ridgedale Library
12601 Ridgedale Dr., Minnetonka
952-847-8840

Gao Hong, world class pipa soloist, will tell stories using the pipa (pee-pah), a traditional
Chinese instrument originating 2,000 years ago:

· Saturday, October 4 Southdale Library
7001 York Ave. S., Edina
 952-847-5914

· Saturday, October 18 Eden Prairie Library
479 Prairie Center Dr.
952-829-5460

· Saturday, October 25 Maple Grove Library
8351 Elm Creek Blvd.
763-420-8377

Mixed Blood Theatre, a professional multi-racial theatre company, has a 25-year
tradition of artistic excellence in producing educational programs on racial and cultural
themes utilizing culture-conscious casting.

 Gao Hong, a Chinese musical prodigy and master of the traditional Chinese lute
known as the pipa, began her career as a professional musician at age 12.  She graduated
with honors from China’s premier music school, the Central Conservatory of Music in
Beijing, and has received many top awards and honors.

A four-stringed instrument, the pipa can produce amazing sounds resembling flowing
water, conversing geese, trotting horses, Chinese gongs, and battle.

Hong has performed throughout Europe, Australia, Japan, Hong Kong, China, and the
U.S. as a solo artist and with symphony and chamber orchestras, jazz musicians, and
musicians from other cultures.  She also has performed at many major festivals worldwide,
including the Lincoln Center Festival;  the San Francisco Jazz Festival;  the Smithsonian
Institute;  Festival d’Automne a Paris;  the International Festival of Perth, Australia; and
the Festival de Teatro d’Europa in Milan, Italy.

Since her arrival in the U.S. in 1994, Hong has been featured in more than 90 newspaper
and magazine articles and four
television documentaries.

Upcoming “One World”
performers include Kairos
Dance Theatre and Freshwater
Pearls Puppetry (November),
Ghanaian drummer Sowah
Mensah and CLIMB Theater
(February), and the Minnesota
Percussion Trio and Asian foot
juggler Chimgee Haltarhuu
(March).

“One World” performances
are made possible, in part, by
funds provided by the
Metropolitan Regional Arts
Council through a grant from
the McKnight Foundation
and an appropriation by the
Minnesota Legislature.
Additional support is provided
by The Library Foundation of
Hennepin County.

For more information, call
host libraries or see suburban
Hennepin County Library’s
Web site:  www.hclib.org

Events
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B
By Kaiser Kuo

MORE BMORE BMORE BMORE BMORE BANG FOR ANG FOR ANG FOR ANG FOR ANG FOR THE BTHE BTHE BTHE BTHE BUCK…UCK…UCK…UCK…UCK…
CONSERVING kuai IN THE WORLD’S FIFTH MOST EXPENSIVE CITY

eijing is the world’s fifth most
expensive city? My sweet pigu it
is! Maybe if you’re some kind of
straight-up sucker. Anyone who’s
lived here long enough without

some fat expat package—the student, the
English teacher, the local embassy hire, the
struggling freelancer—learns a trick or two
on how to really save money here. I’ve
assembled some pointers below from some
of Beijing’s cheapest laowai and from my
own years spent in Peking pauperdom.
Follow this advice and learn how to really
guo rizi!

Food: First off, never eat out unless it’s been
made amply clear that it’s someone else’s
treat. Also remember that economic reasons
are as legitimate inducements to
vegetarianism as moral, religious, or health
reasons; that rice and tofu eaten together
make a complete and delicious protein; that
rice gruel instead of steamed rice is an easy
way to stretch that precious grain supply;
that Napa cabbage keeps all winter in a
stairwell; and that they give away free
ketchup packets at McDonalds.

Clothing: Unfortunately there are no
Salvation Army stores in Beijing, but you
can still assemble a respectable wardrobe
of ersatz name brand threads without
spending a fortune. Forget Yaxiu, the Silk
Market and Sanlitun. Only chumps pay
those marked-up Chaoyang prices when

you can go to the source: The wholesale
market by the Beijing Zoo. Helpful hint: I’ve
found that a bit of physical intimidation can
go a long way when bargaining.

Shelter: Now that restrictions on where
foreigners can live have largely fallen away,
the housing possibilities are practically
limitless. Forget your romantic fantasies
about living in a siheyuan courtyard. Most
six-story walk-up rentals come equipped
with handsome linoleum floors, energy-
efficient fluorescent lighting or even—if
you’re lucky—a very fancy chandelier, and
squat toilets that keep the digestive track
aligned properly, don’t promote the growth
of hemorrhoids, and use much less water!
Remember that expat moving sales are an
inexpensive way to amass second hand Ikea
furniture. Is running that AC making for a
murderous electric bill? Spend your summer
days like I do, in the air-conditioned comfort
of a nearby Starbuck’s, where someone
else’s half-filled mug on your table will lull
staffers into thinking you’re a paying
customer.

Transportation: Taxis are the big killer when
it comes to most people’s monthly
expenses. Biking’s the way to go. And with
Beijing being so flat, who needs gears? A
sturdy second-hand Flying Pigeon will cost
you as little as 50 kuai, isn’t apt to get
swiped like that fancy mountain bike, and
costs you less to park—only 2 mao instead

of the 3 mao they charge at most bike lots
for mountain bikes. The subway’s fine if
you can spare the outrageous 3 kuai that
tickets now cost. (Back in the day it was
only 5 mao and was transport for the People!
Now it’s filled with Chuppy scum!)  I
recommend the bus: inexpensive, and a
great way for our western friends to learn to
transcend those silly notions of personal
space that burden them. Hot tip: If you
absolutely must take a cab, ride with friends
and avoid the front seat: the poor sucker
riding shotgun is usually obliged to foot
the bill.

Communications: The most important
principle here is to think of your mobile
phone as a pager. Never, never actually
answer it. Even the cheapest models have
caller ID, and there’s always a fixed-line
somewhere nearby you can call back from.
If the caller’s on a mobile phone, send him
an SMS instead of calling back. People will
think you’re cool and high-tech, especially
if you use hip shortcuts like CALL U B4 I
GO. Call you before I go. Get it? Way 2 cool!

Health care: Who needs insurance when
Chinese hospitals are so inexpensive? My
total hospital bill has yet to exceed my two-
way cab fare. For your minor complaints—
sprains, diarrhea, the Beijing Cough - you’re
perfectly fine going to the closest hospital.
Ignore the old people groaning on gurneys,
and take a Chinese friend with you if you

haven’t yet mastered the Byzantine process
of paperwork and payment. And don’t
forget, you haven’t really gotten your
money’s worth unless you’ve been given
an IV drip. That’s the key to Chinese
healthcare: The IV drip.

Entertainment: Remember, crashing other
people’s parties is the cheapest way to
drink. If you must buy alcohol yourself, your
best value by volume is Hongxing
Erguotou, available in four-liter jugs,
guaranteed to pickle even the healthiest of
livers. Yanjing beer is cheaper by the case
and is great once your formaldehyde
tolerance builds up.
DVDs are a great entertainment value, but
to save even more money, borrow whenever
possible. People rarely expect to get them
back. Or think of your local DVD seller as a
librarian: Exchanges on claims of bad quality
are almost never challenged.
And if reading’s your thing, there are always
plenty of free English publications floating
around town - like this fine magazine, or the
incomparable China Daily.

EDITOR’S NOTE:  Kaiser Kuo is the writer
of a column titled IchBinEinBeijinger
which appears regularly in that’sBeijing
which is Beijing’s leading English-language
monthly magazine containing excellent
material for locals and visitors.

SOCIAL SCIENCE

T
he trans-Pacific trade
lane is finally starting to
return to normal
following a number of
setbacks earlier in the
year. The deadly virus

SARS, combined with continued fears of
terrorist attacks, were the biggest hits to
trans-Pacific trade and sourcing. It has also
prompted many manufacturers who had
come to rely on Asia as their primary source
of goods, such as toys, electronics, and
other consumer products, to search for new
suppliers. Still, despite the devastating
impact of SARS, companies that source in
Asia, as well as many Asia economists, are
optimistic about Asia’s long-term potential.

Combined with other factors inhibiting
trade, such as terrorism and continuing
economic deflation in Hong Kong, SARS
hit hard. In April, during the height of the
SARS outbreak in Asia, trans-Pacific airline
traffic fell by nearly 40 percent. Hong Kong’s
storied flagship carrier, Cathay Pacific,
considered shutting down entirely, and
Singapore Airlines reported its first-ever
quarterly loss. Shipping lines cut  routes as
SARS and the threat of terror delayed
customs procedures in the U.S. and in Asia,

Is Asia Fully Recovered?
By Joshua Kurlantzick

The SARS Scare Competes With Undying Optimisim

while manufacturers in Asia found it more
difficult to transport their products. Hong
Kong’s export growth slumped drastically
in spring 2003, while Chinese exports, which
had been growing by more than 25 percent
per year, also fell. Singapore, Thailand,
Taiwan, and other leading Asian economies
also suffered plummeting export numbers.

American companies dependent on Asia
were hit as well. “American firms have come
to rely on China for nearly all manufactured
exports-China is becoming dominant in
lower value-added sourcing,” says Ming-
jer Chen, a China expert at the University of
Virginia.

What’s more, some companies began to
question their heavy reliance on China and
other Asian nations as sources of most
manufactured goods. According to the
World Trade Organization, China’s share of
world exports nearly doubled between 1995
and 2001, as a series of major intellectual
property theft cases emerged in China in
late 2002 and early 2003 and as Asia’s
economic growth sputtered.

Nonetheless, experienced manufacturers
and traders are not overly worried by these
short-term obstacles. Despite the slowdown
in China’s economy, China’s trade deficit

with the U.S. probably will top $100 billion
in 2003, and Chinese and other Asian
manufacturers reacted relatively quickly to
the impact of SARS and the threat of
terrorism, increasing their factory schedules
and juggling shipping schedules to keep
many orders moving smoothly. Furthermore,
China’s government has made massive
improvements in its ports and rail
infrastructure in recent years, making it much
easier for ocean carriers to transport goods
more quickly in and out of China. In
addition, China’s upgrades have spawned
a kind of bidding war in Asia, with Singapore,
Malaysia, and other Asian countries
upgrading their port facilities in the past
two years in order to compete for shipping
traffic. In fact, given the upgrades to Asia’s
ports, as well as the quick response to the
threat of SARS and the possibility for
America’s economy to recover in the latter
half of 2003, some Asian shippers predict
that there will actually be a shortage of trans-
Pacific shipping capacity in late 2003 and
2004, forcing ocean carriers to restore routes
they had cut in early 2003.

In the long run, increasing consumption
within China and other Asian countries will
be a boon for American companies, as the

region will grow into not only a source for
manufactured goods but also a market for
them-and for services. China has already
become the second-largest market in the
world for major automobile companies such
as Volkswagen, as well as for mobile phone
firms like Motorola and Nokia, while
Thailand is developing into one of the
world’s leading markets for Mercedes and
South Korea has become one of the
strongest markets for broadband Internet
products in the world. Considering that
Asian countries, including China, have
some of the world’s highest savings rates
while Asian consumers are increasingly
adopting Western purchasing habits, these
initial successes seem like harbingers of the
future. “One of the lesser-studied impacts
of globalization is the kind of cultural
globalization that goes on, in which people
in Asia adopt Western cultural habits,” says
Hudgins. “This change could be the most
important of all.”

Kurlantzick is a Washington, D.C.-based
writer.

Reprinted from World Trade magazine,
Copyright 2003
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BLAMING

BEIJING

nemployment in America is
high, and elections are on the
horizon. It must be time to look
east again for scapegoats. Ja-
pan is only starting to recover

from its protracted recession, so China will
be handed the role of economic villain in the
coming election cycle. Expect to hear a cho-
rus of presidential candidates blame unfair
Chinese competition for the nation’s manu-
facturing woes.

China’s trading partners do have legiti-
mate grievances, but it would be irrespon-
sible and inaccurate for American politicians
to pin our economic sluggishness on schem-
ing culprits in Beijing.

Exhibit A of what is alleged to be the
perfidy of Beijing’s communist rulers is
China’s $100 billion trade surplus with the
United States. Exhibit B in the evolving po-
liticized debate, if not the smoking gun prov-
ing Beijing’s unfairness, is China’s
undervalued currency, the yuan, because an
undervalued currency makes a nation’s ex-
ports more competitive. The yuan has been
pegged at about 8.3 to the dollar for some
time. But most economists say China’s cur-
rency would appreciate by as much as a third
if allowed to float freely.

Traveling in Asia yesterday, Treasury
Secretary John Snow heeded political pres-
sures back home in exhorting Chinese lead-
ers to let the market price their currency. This
is a desirable outcome in the long run, but a
raft of immediate caveats come to mind.

China’s financial system remains fragile,

and sudden currency volatility could lead
to a banking crisis that could spell disaster
for the world economy. Washington would
do better to urge China’s leaders to focus
on their lack of preparation to assume their
proper role in the world’s financial order,
rather than to demand any supposedly quick
fix. Moreover, China’s refusal to devalue its
currency in the aftermath of the late 1990’s
crises in East Asia (much appreciated by its
neighbors and Washington at a time when
the yuan seemed overvalued) adds credence
to its leadership’s insistence that it prizes
stability when it comes to exchange rates,
not short-term advantage. With most econo-
mists concerned that China’s robust growth
could fuel inflation and a speculative bubble,
there are valid reasons for Beijing to fear a
surging currency.

It would also be silly to argue that ex-
change rates, as opposed to cheap labor and
other factors, are the primary reason Ameri-
cans buy three-quarters of their toys from
China. Nor does a prospering China, by defi-
nition, cost America jobs, as the experience
of the late 1990’s proved. American politi-
cians should resist dusting off old com-
plaints about Japan and redirecting them at
China. This is hardly a case of an exporting
nation that is unfairly protecting its own
market. China’s imports are growing at a
faster clip than its exports, and the bulk of
the exports registering in those eye-popping
trade figures are goods built in China by the
likes of Intel and America’s automakers.
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sually, home ownership starts
with owning one’s primary
residence.  However, this
article will discuss financing
investment properties.  It will

complement the other article about real
estate investment in this issue.  In the next
few issues, I will discuss credit scoring,
documentation types in loan application,
and first time home buyer essentials.  Also,
if you have any topics you are interested
in, please feel free to contact me with your
suggestions.

In order for a lender or mortgage investor
to loan someone money for a primary home,
the risk the lender takes includes:

1) Collateral: single family home, duplex
or so on; urban or rural; what condition it is
in; (Statistically, 3-plexes and 4-plexes rank
higher in likelihood of foreclosure than
duplexes; and duplexes rank higher than
single family homes.)

2) Loan-to-value: the higher the initial
investment the borrower puts  down, the
lower the risk the lender takes

3) Borrower’s income and assets
4) Borrowers’ credit history
5) Lien position: whether the loan is the

first mortgage, or second, or even third.
For a non-owner occupied property, the

lender takes an additional risk that the
collateral is a rental property.  The condition
and upkeep are not often as good as an
owner occupied property.  In the lenders’
interest, the last thing the lender or investor
wants is to see is default and eventual
foreclosure.   In other words, the lenders
want to see a reliable source of income every
month without demand.  Foreclosure is a
lose-lose situation for the borrowers as well
as the lenders.  When under financial
distress, the property owner will still try
very hard to pay the mortgage for their
primary residence, but will likely let go of
investment properties especially those that
are in run down conditions.  So, for the
investors the added risk of investing in
rental properties or non-owner occupied
properties needed to be compensated for
by a higher return of investment, i.e. raise
the interest rate or charge an upfront
discount points or fees.

Borrowers with a decent credit rating
qualify for conforming mortgages.  For 30
years or 15 years fixed programs, loan-to-
values of 75%, 80%, and 85% are generally
the tiers of how much the fee adjustments
are set for non-owner occupied properties.
At the respective tiers, the point or fees are
typically 1.5%, 2% and 2.5% fees over the
owner occupied properties.  For some
adjustable rate programs (ARM), the non-
owner occupied adjustments ranges
between 1% - 1.5%.  For some niche
programs such as no ratio (reporting
employment history without disclosing
income figures, with or without assets) or
no doc (not even reporting or verifying
employment) may have a narrow fee
adjustment gap between owner occupied

and non-owner occupied collaterals.  Please
consult a professional mortgage consultant
for the best programs for your application
and purpose.

For investment property owners, the
consideration should be a bottom line of
the net return of investment.  The net return
of investment should include the total rent
collected plus the equity built-up due to
appreciation of properties, plus the tax
benefits of depreciation of the property as
well as the tax deduction of expenses in
running the business and the mortgage
interest payments.  For investment property
owners, the more interest paid at a higher
interest rate when they put smaller down
payments in acquiring the next property
should be considered along with the benefit
of freeing up of the capital and the
opportunity gains in using the capital.

For example, someone may use $37,500
as a 25% down payment to acquire a
$150,000 three bedroom single family home.
The mortgage payment for the $112,500 at
4.75% for a 5 year ARM is $586.85 per month
principle and interest.  For acquiring the
same property, the buyer may consider
putting 10%, $15,000, as down payment, and
financing $135,000 at 4.75% for the same 5
year ARM for $704.22 per month principle
and interest plus extra for mortgage
insurance.  The market rent for the above
property could be $1000-$1200.  The rent
received is enough to cover the mortgage
payments and also allows income for the
investor.  Besides the down payment and
closing costs comparable to owner occupied
property, the additional  upfront cost for
non-owner occupied fees of 1.5% for the
$112,500 is $1,687.50; while the 2.5% for the
$135,000 is $3,375.  It looks like a paycheck
or two for salaried people.

However, the significance of having the
option of putting a low down payment to
acquire an investment property is that it
allows the investor a year or two or even
three earlier to acquire the property,
otherwise the investor would be waiting for
the down payment to accumulate in a slower
return investment portfolio.  The time for
the acquired property to accumulate equity
and the higher leveraging outweighs the
added initial cost of acquisition.  Besides,
the low down payment allows the investor
to acquire double the number and value of
properties for the same initial capital.  The
potential double of return outweighs the
slightly higher cost of interest and fees.  For
your information, I have access to programs
for investment properties with 0% and 5%
down payments.

For property owners who care about
cash flow, especially for investing in
properties in high appreciation areas, the
cash flow mortgage would be ideal.  These
are also known as negative amortization.
Some people don’t like the name bearing
the term “negative”.  However, if the benefits
to the borrower are positive, it is always a
good loan.  Cash flow loans have a feature
of allowing borrowers to pay a fixed amount
such as annualized payment rate such as
4.95% while the variable rate of the actual
interest rate could be adjusted at a higher
interest rate such as 6.5%.  So, the difference
amount between the payment and the actual
interest is accumulated back to the principle.

Typically, these kinds of cash flow loans
require a sizable down payment such as 25%
for non-owner occupied properties.  The
reason is simple: to allow room for that
negative amortization.  Getting a second
loan to a cash flow first mortgage is not as
straight forward as to a fixed rate first
mortgage.  However, the cash flow loans
offer a narrow gap between the owner
occupied terms and the non-owner
occupied terms which makes the cash flow
loans an attractive alternative to investors.
Also, the cash flow allows the investment
property owner to a higher net income from
the property.

For acquiring investment properties, the
use of contract for deed is popular.  It can
be seller carry back or having a private
investor to finance the investment
properties.  The contract for deed could be
used as a second mortgage to bridge the
gap between the low down payment (10%)
of the first mortgage and the low loan to
value (75%) to maximize the financial
benefits.  The contract for deed is
particularly useful when the property needs
fixing up.  The buyer can use the contract
for deed in short term such as a year to 3
years to fix up the properties, i.e. build sweat
equity, as well as getting additional benefits
of  the normal appreciation during the time,
before the owner refinances into a
conforming mortgage at 75% for the best
term.  If you are a private investor, wanting
to be a contract for deed lender, please
contact me.

For some people and in some scenarios,
some people may choose to pay cash for
their properties.  It usually represents giving
up the advantage of leveraging, and also
the benefits of taking tax deduction of
interest expenses.  For some people at
certain age and tax brackets, and depending
on how many properties the owner wants
to keep and manage, sometimes it may make

By Gigi Yau, Mortgage Consultant

U

Editor’s Note:  This material is provided for informational purposes only and
China Insight assumes no responsibility for its accuracy and recommends consulting
your professional advisors before taking any action.

For a complimentary consultation, you may reach Gigi Yau at Dearey Mortgage at
952-345-0977 or cell 612-978-0045 or gyau@deareymortgage.com.  Visit
www.deareymortgage.com.

sense.  In the same token, while it is popular
for Chinese people to rush to pay down their
mortgages for their primary residence, think
twice before giving up the advantage of
leveraging and tax benefits.  I would love to
hear from you to discuss your personal
scenario.

The China

Calendar
A FREE E-MAIL UPDATE

SERVICE

China Insight offers a free
service for our readers:
ChinaCalendar e-mail updates.

It is sent out approximately
biweekly and augments China
Insight’s monthly print calendar by
providing more detail and up-to-the
minute news on local events.

Whether you have business or
cultural interests in China,
ChinaCalendar keeps you apprised
of the latest local events.  Sign up
online at www.chinainsight.info by
clicking on the ChinaCalendar link.

At the same time, organizations
may now submit information on any
of their events directly via the
website.  We intend to forward all
such news to registered subscribers
approx. the 2nd and 4th Wednesday
of each month.

Thank you for your support.
Our goal continues to be to provide
you with the most relevant
information about U.S.-China
cultural and business harmony and
we invite you to also contact us with
any suggestions as to topics you
would like featured at
articles@chinainsight.info.
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eal Estate has created riches all over the world.  Can those of us living on fixed
incomes from day jobs make it a good investment?  The answer is definitely
yes.  But how do we do that?

As with every other investment vehicles, we want to take a good look at these
questions:

1) What are our investment objectives?  Long-term or short-term?
2) How much will our daily life depend on the cash incomes from the investment?
3) How much can we spare for down payments?  Where do they come from?
4) How much management duties would we like to take up?  Will we enjoy that?

There are numerous books to help us answer these questions.  But answering the
questions isn’t as difficult as it seems.  Many of us have probably been thinking about
them for a long time.  We only need five minutes to put our thoughts together.  What’s
difficult is finding a good investment property while sticking to the principles.  That takes
time; probably a lot of time, which none of us seems to have.  Knowing a knowledgeable,
resourceful and trustful real estate agent can be a good first step.

There are varieties of real estate in which to invest.  There are duplexes, apartments,
and condominiums for rental properties, and strip malls, professional and office buildings
for commercial properties.  Investment land can be vacant land, recreational waterfront
and second homes.  But primarily, there are four ways to make money from a real estate
investment.
1) Spendable Income

This is also called “Cash Flow”.  It is the gross income minus all expenses.  The
expenses include operation, management, mortgage, taxes, and insurance.  A majority of
the gross income is from collected rents.  In estimating the gross incomes, always take
vacancy rates into account.  In the northern part of the country, the overall expenses can
vary from 30 to 50% of the gross incomes.  It takes reliable information and some skill to
determine if and how much cash a property is and will be generating.

Cash Flow should be the first part of the incomes we expect in an investment though
it’s not the only part.  We could miss great opportunities by assuming cash flow is the
only measure of a good or poor real estate investment.  Investing in vacant land, will
create no cash flow unless other financial vehicles are involved, but land or waterfront
properties have been a great investment for many people.  Our primary residential homes
are the best real estate investments for many of us, but they do not generate cash.  For
commercial and rental properties, cash flow can at least provide a buffer for unpredictable
expenses increases.  However, depending on individual investment objectives, people do
buy negative cash flow properties at hot locations and in a hot market, and count on other
forms of incomes from the property.
2) Equity Income

This is also known as equity buildup or principal reduction.  It is the part of the
monthly mortgage payment that pays to the principal of a loan.  It is nice to be reminded
that, unlike our primary residential homes, the mortgage is paid by our tenants.  Depending
on the terms of our loan, we can expect 2-3% reduction each year in the first few years.  In
other words, 20-30% of the mortgage payment is being saved in the property we own.
Accumulated over time, this can be a sizable amount of the income.  The income is realized
when we sell the property.
3) Tax Benefits

The United State government allows depreciation of the values represented by a
building, furniture, equipment and improvement in commercial properties we own each
year (but not for vacant land or the land the building stands on). This is why some called
it a “tax shelter”.  For newer building or any improvement on the building and the land, this
can be significant.
4) Appreciation

There are land appreciation and business appreciation.
One of very few things that humans cannot produce is land.  Existing land in most

parts of the country is appreciating at a rate greater than that of inflation.  That’s one of the

reasons that the government won’t allow depreciation of land – it rarely happens.  Here
are some interesting statistics:

· An estimated 50 % of the land in the United States is owned by the government,
federal, state or local.  It is not available for the general public’s use;

· 38 % is considered “non-usable”;
· 3 % is currently being used for urban living; and
· 9 % is still available for use.

This does not mean the prices for land won’t fluctuate or one can still lose money on
land investment.

Business grows and is appreciated.  When income (say rents) increases to keep up
with inflation every year, when expenses decrease due to better management, or both, the
value of the business is appreciated.  As a simplified example, if rent increase follows
inflation at 3% a year and expenses are kept at the same ratio, the value of the rental house
should be appreciated by 3% a year.  Considering we only put 20% down payment and the
rest of the capital is a bank loan, the appreciation would be 15% on our money in a 3%
inflation economic environment!  Of course, the trick would be to keep the expenses at the
same level.  Mortgage rates and energy costs have probably the most fluctuation and the
biggest impacts.

After knowing where the money comes from a real estate investment, the next natural
question is how much a specific property worth, the valuation.  This, again, goes back to
individual objectives and some simple math.  Take a rental property as an example (the
numbers below are made up solely for the purpose of simplicity).

Basic Equations:
Purchase Price $125,000
80% Mortgage $100,000
Cash Down Payment   $25,000

Gross Income (total rent collected) $16,800
Less Operating expenses (utility, repair, etc)   $5,330
Less Tax   $1,000
Less Insurance                                                     $300
Less mortgage payment (20 yrs@6%)              $9,072
Annual Cash Flow   $1,098
Cash Return on Investment = 4.4%

Less Depreciation (3% of bldg & furnit)    $2,400
Taxable Income   $1,302

Equity Income from Mortgage Payment   $2,449
Plus Appreciation (3%)   $3,750
Total capital gain   $6,199
Capital Gain on Investment = 25%

Total Income  $9,697
Return on Investment (ROI) = 38%

Liz Song is a licensed real estate agent with Edina Realty and China Insight takes no
responsibility for the information provided.  As always, it is recommended that
proper due diligence be performed before taking any action.

By Liz Song
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Liz Song
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NATIONAL PEOPLE’S CONGRESS:

China Highest Agency

I
n the last issue we outlined the state
structure of PRC. Here we will discuss
the National People’s Congress
(NPC) in greater detail. Under the
constitution, NPC is the highest organ
of state power in China. In other

words, NPC formally ranks above the State
Council, the Central Military Commission
(CMC), the Supreme Court and the Supreme
People’s Procuratorate (SPP).

I. History of NPC

NPC was established in 1954 based on
the Soviet Union’s Supreme Soviet. China
has convened ten NPCs up to now,
respectively 1954, 1959, 1964, 1975, 1978,
1983, 1988, 1993, 1998, and the most recent
from March 5 to 18, 2003, which elected a
new political leadership and approved
important changes in the organization of
government. During the Cultural Revolution
(1966-1976), NPC like many other state
organs was hardly at work; after that NPC
gradually restored its power and progressed
with the political and economic reform in
China. The 1982 Constitution redefined its
organizations and increased deputies’
influence over public affairs. NPC restored
and expanded its working organs, and some
new committees were created such as the
Internal and Judicial Affairs Committee in
1988 and the Environmental and Resources
Protection Committee in 1993.

II. Functions and

Powers of NPC

The Constitution defines that NPC and
its Standing Committee exercise the
legislative power of the state. The functions
of NPC include:

1. Amending and supervising the
enforcement of the Constitution.

2. Enacting and amending basic statutes
concerning criminal offenses, civil affairs,
the state organs and other matters; altering
or annulling inappropriate decisions of the
Standing Committee of NPC.

3. Electing, approving or removing the
heads of the government organs such as
the President, Vice-President, Premier, Vice-
Premiers, State Councilors, Ministers,
Auditor-General, Secretary-General,
Chairman of the CMC, President of Supreme
Court, and President of SPP.

4. Examining and approving the plan for
national economic and social development
and the reports on its implementation; the
state budget and the report on its
implementation.

5. Approving the establishment of
provinces, autonomous regions, and
municipalities directly under the Central
Government; deciding on the establishment
of special administrative regions and the
systems to be instituted there.

6. Deciding on questions of war and
peace.

7. Exercising such other functions and
powers as the highest organ of state power
should exercise.

III. Structure and

Operation of NPC

A. Plenary Sessions and Presidium

The deputies for NPC are elected by the
people’s congresses of provinces,
autonomous regions, and municipalities
directly under the central government, the
People’s Liberation Army, the Hong Kong
Special Administration Region, and the
Macau Special Administration Region.
Deputies to the congresses at and under
the country level are directly elected.
Deputies are elected by an absolute majority
vote, and the number of deputies is normally
based on the population of its constituency,
while national minorities and PLA tend to
be overrepresented. Also because of the
imbalance between the rural and urban
population, eight people are represented by
one rural deputy as compared to one
represented by one urban deputy.

NPC has nearly 3,000 deputies, who are
elected for a term of five years. NPC
convenes annually, and its Standing
Committee, serving as the permanent organ
of NPC, confers with NPC once a year,
normally in March.

At every plenary session, deputies elect
a 16-member presidium as well as a number
of executive and standing chairpersons who
will preside over the successive meetings
of the session and deal with the daily
business of the Standing Committee.
Selected by the Communist Party, they can
serve up to two terms.

B. Standing Committee (SC)

The SC is also elected for 5 years. Its
155 members include the Council of
Chairmen, which comprises of 1 chairman,
15 vice chairmen and 1 secretary general,
and 162 ordinary councilors.  The chairman
of NPC is normally a key member of the
Politburo Standing Committee of the Party.
Officially, he is third in the power structure
of the state, following the President and the
Premier. The Council of Chairmen meets at
least once a month, and its core members
meet every week. Most ordinary councilors
only come to the NPC every two months for
the weeklong meetings or when their
specialized committees meet.

The Party leaders in the Council of
Chairmen form the Party Core Group.
Headed by the Chairman of NPC, the Group
supervises CCP members in NPC and
instructs them in their work. The Group has
the authority to put bills on the agenda of
NPC or its Standing Committee.

The administrative body of the
Standing Committee of NPC is comprised
of the Secretariat, the General Office, the
Legislative Affairs Commission (LAC) and
the Budgetary Affairs Commission (BAC).
The Secretariat is responsible directly to
the Chairman of NPC and coordinates the
activities of BAC, LAC and other

specialized committees. There are 11
bureaus in the General Office dealing with
the issues like issuing NPC’s news releases,

10th National People’s Congress,
March 18, 2003, Beijing, China.

Source: China Daily
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liaising with foreign parliaments and local
level people’s congresses, researching the
parliamentary system, recruiting staff for
NPC, etc. The LAC, set up in 1979, works
directly under the Standing Committee
instead of the NPC Law Committee and
conducts some law-drafting work. The
BAC was set up in 1999 and its main
purpose is to assist the NPC Financial and
Economic Committee on the issues such
as examining the budget plan,
enforcement and amendments, government
financial accounts and related bills and
laws. There are also 9 special committees
under the Standing Committee. Each has
20-30 members, and meets once a month.
Members of the committees are always
former officials or scholars in the
particular field.

By Lisong Liu, China Insight Staff Writer
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By Marlene Schoenberg, Ethnic Communication Arts

Six Sigma Solutions in Speech/

Language Learning

ix Sigma is an excellent problem-
solving and continuous
improvement process which many
major corporations have adopted to
increase productivity and reduce

costs. Jack Welch of GE is well known as a
major proponent of the Six Sigma method.
Several Chinese engineers and executives
have discussed their Six Sigma training with
me in the course of our work together.   From
these enlightening conversations, I realize
how similar this process is to the speech
and language services I provide.

In my research to better understand the
Six Sigma culture, I found Greg Brue’s book,
Six Sigma for Managers.  Providing a
concise overview of the different aspects
of Six Sigma, it reinforced how similar Six
Sigma is to the structure of my training.  Six
Sigma asks, “What is critical to quality?”  I
ask each client, “What is critical to quality
speaking?”  Six Sigma asks, “What are the
consequences of deviation?”  I ask, “What
are the career consequences of significant
speech differences?”

Six Sigma gives us common terminology
to describe and sustain positive changes.
It helps create a mind share mentality about
change and growth,
simultaneously building in accountability.

What is Six Sigma?
Greg Brue describes Six Sigma in a

nutshell as “A problem solving  technology
that uses human assets (people), data,
measurements and statistics to identify the
vital few factors to decrease waste and
defects while increasing customer
satisfaction, profit and shareholder value.”
He goes on to say, “It transforms cultural
outlooks from complacency to
accomplishment by setting metrics.” 
Beginners tend to regard it as a statistical
tool.  However, experienced practitioners
describe it as a movement or cultural change
for a data driven culture.  It’s a universal
language across departments. As in speech
and language training, participants move
from a lack of awareness to a change that is
noticeable and measurable.

Turning the process into growth
currency

I agree with Mr. Brue when he describes
“turning the process into growth
currency,” The transformation should  not
be  just a defect  finding mission  but a
journey committed to active, hands-on
improvement  with  measurable results.

What is Sigma?
Sigma itself is a Greek letter. In statistics,

this symbol represents a standard deviation
or an indicator of a degree of deviation in a
set of measurements or processes. At the
Six Sigma level, there are only 3.4 defects
out of 1 million opportunities (99.9%
accuracy). I do not consider English errors

in grammar or speech to be defects. I prefer
to call them “differences or “variations”.

As individuals embark upon speech
training, just as in Six Sigma, they have to
ask themselves hard questions about their
process (of communicating).  The speech
and language coach encourages this self-
examination and provides support and data
to demonstrate change.

Every company has its own style of
applying Six Sigma, just as every
person who enters my training program
receives a customized approach.

Speech/language assessment
and improvement and
the Six Sigma Model

Ethnic Communication Arts’ Advanced
Pronunciation Program follows the DMAIC
Six Sigma problem-solving model.

D stands for define.  M stands for
measure. A stands for analyze.  I is improve,
and C is control and maintain,

1. Define. The assessment defines the
specific area that needs a training focus,
based on the unique needs of the client.
We boil down the chatter to the essence. 
Both systems assess readiness for the
program then verify the root cause of
difficulties.

Are there English as a second language
differences, underlying speech disabilities
or listener based issues? Is there a
combination of these?  This helps pin point
a few vital factors which can make a huge
difference in being understood.

2. Measure. The problem (which may
be speech clarity or grammar) is measured
through pre-testing (setting up the baseline)
and progress is demonstrated through post
tests.

The Advanced Pronunciation Program
begins with an individual evaluation
analyzing articulation, intonation, rate,
cultural voice, grammar, and idioms.  A work
site assessment also examines the
vocabulary and work contexts used for
communication.

3. Analysis. The coach breaks down
areas of frustration into manageable chunks.
Participants and their supervisors evaluate
the success of the program and how well
they met the desired goals.

4. Improve. The process creates
awareness of old habits and strengthens
the new speech patterns through a multi-
modality approach (See it; hear it; feel it.)
Gap analysis between where the student is
now and where the student wants to be is
frequently employed. Clients are
encouraged to “stretch their targets”.

Process mapping and flow charts
are used to display procedures, decision
points, detours, rework loops, and different
kinds of feedback and controls. Audio taped
and videotaped feedback strengthens new
patterns. Daily practice makes the changes
happen.

 5. Control. Clients manage the risk by
using new skills in challenging situations.
Sustaining changes includes developing
customized carry over programs to keep
the momentum going.

Results are the bottom line.

In summary, both Six Sigma and speech/
language skill development are results
oriented processes. They offer a flow of
solutions that fit unique situations. In both

Speech Recognition Software:
Is it a Helpful Tool for

Chinese Speakers?

By Marlene Schoenberg, Ed.M.

S.C. of Fridley asks:

“My computer comes with a built in speech recognition program. With my
Chinese accent, am I a good candidate to use this?  Do you think it would be more efficient
than typing? Would it be helpful for me to use this for speech practice?”

Dear S.C.,

Speech recognition software has improved in accuracy and efficiency over the past
few years. It is as good as the patience you have with the enrollment process and the
commitment you have to using it consistently until it learns your speech pattern.  Many
people get frustrated with the process and give up before they get any benefit out of
using it.

I participated in a research project for the state of Minnesota several years ago, looking
at speech recognition programs as a pronunciation practice tool. We found that people
with strong cultural voices, whose intonation patterns were very different from Standard
English, had a difficult time with it.  Those whose speech patterns were more similar to
Standard English had more success using speech recognition, if they could work through
the enrollment properly.

The enrollment involves reading a series of stories for about a half an hour to forty five
minutes. You must match the pacing of the program and know when to repeat a phrase and
how to work with some pitch variations.  Once you have put in a good enrollment, you can
dictate new files and it will continue to analyze your voice and add to your voice models. 
You can also add specific vocabulary words.

In our research project, we found that Dragon Naturally Speaking and IBM Via Voice
were equally effective, if the user knew how to do the enrollment properly.

There is a different type of editing that you need to be aware of when using speech
recognition. In addition to typos, there are what I call “semantos” or words that sound
similar (such as placebo/gazebo).  You have to edit carefully for these differences.
Sometimes, the computer will type some very funny word substitutions.  Sometimes it will
make up words (“hugaff!”) when you breathe into the microphone. It has difficulty with
the same words that non-native English speakers struggle with, such as the word “vowel”. 
Sometimes it misunderstands what you say.  Sometimes you have to trick the program and
put the word into a different context.  The program also prefers a reading intonation to a
speaking intonation.

The ads say, “You talk, it types” but it is not that easy.  I believe you have to work with
the program for about 10 hours before you really begin to be more efficient and save time
using it. For many people, the investment is worth it.  For others who are already excellent
typists, it is not. As a native English speaker, and after several years of using the program
consistently, I can speak at 130 words per minute with 90% accuracy before corrections. It
is an interesting alternative to typing for me, but not essential. However, for typists with
carpel tunnel syndrome (which effects wrist and hand movements) speech recognition can
serve as a decent disability adaptation.

I have worked with clients to train them to use this program more efficiently and with
less frustration.  I can also help you determine if your level of speech clarity is a good
match for the program.

These programs are readily available at computer stores.  If you feel you are a good
candidate, I recommend getting the professional version which is slightly more expensive
but more sensitive to speech differences. Unfortunately, it is not as effective as a
pronunciation tool as we hoped it would be.

For other references, readers might want to look at the book, Talk to Your Computer,
by Dan Newman.

Dictating to your computer is within the realm of possibility for many speakers.  How
accurate it will be depends on how much time you spend training the program, how
persistent you are in using it and most importantly, having advanced English pronunciation
skills.

Sincerely,
Marlene Schoenberg

disciplines, after an intensive training
period, the goal is to maintain consistent,
optimum performance. In each case, it is hard
work but well worth the effort.
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